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Spylux 

Light in every situation 

Never lose sight of whatâ€™s happening â€“ with the new Spylux and Nightlux multifunctional lamps

Based on the 2 in 1 principle, providing a motion sensor and a torch in 1, OSRAM introduces Spylux
and Nightlux, two innovative multifunction products giving more light and safety in all situations.
Both lamps have motion sensors and a moving LED source, bringing light to exactly where you need
it. Whether itâ€™s a dark basement or a garden shed, a tucked away corner or steep steps, these new
all-rounders are there to improve visibility day and night â€“ without cables or sockets. And these
handy lamps are economical to boot. A brightness sensor automatically checks how dark it is,
meaning that Spylux and Nightlux only react when there is a real need for light.
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Spylux â€“ the wireless multifunctional light with integrated motion sensors for increased

Source: OSRAM

Many accidents happen in the place you feel safest â€“ in the home. It is not only at night that steep stairs,
sharp table edges and stumbles can result in bumps and bruises.

Spylux is the ideal solution to this problem. The battery-powered, water and weather-resistant lamp from
OSRAM reacts to even the slightest movement and makes rummaging around in the basement or the attic
much easier thanks to a bright LED light. Spylux can not only be fitted to almost anything using screws, glue
or a magnetic fitting, but it also has a flexible moving head so you can point the light in any direction you
want. And if you donâ€™t have a torch to hand, you can simply take the Spylux out of its holder and use the
little lamp on the move.

Spylux also improves safety outside the house. The integrated movement sensor reacts to moving objects or
persons over a radius of up to four metres â€“ making it ideal for exterior lighting on garages, garden sheds
or holiday homes.
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